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Keeper Honey Seven Four 74-9745-2564

Keeper Honey Seven Four 74-9745-2564 is a NPC Template played by Cordinarr.

Keeper Honey Seven Four 74-9745-2564
Species & Gender: Freespacers Type Three Female

Organization: Astral Locksmiths
Occupation: Gatekeeper

Character Summary

The Type Three stands at 6'1“ with an outer shell and inner components.

Her outer shell is mostly sleek metal and chrome plates that have been polished to a shine. While these
plates do denote a feminine form, it is lacking in the glaring female features. Gear cogs at the joins for
her elbows and knees decorate the plates, while a single gear attached to a chain around her neck
denotes her allegiance. While the outer shell does cover most of her body, it stops at her above her
collarbone to leave her neck and head visible.

The inner components of Honey are far more complex and are lines of wires, tubes, and steel rods to
keep her up and going. This odd arrangment of technology does end where her neck and chin meet,
leaving the human mouth and nose quite intact. Though the modifications do wrap around the back of
her head replacing it all with modern technology that would be needed. Ears replaced with microphones
that can be adjusted to pick up faint sounds (or mumbling), hair replaced with wires that can be plugged
in for a faster connection within Arsenal, and a metal rectangle over her eyes where five replacement
eyes are watching and gathering information about her surroundings.

Honey operates with a polite and pleasant manner towards those that she a diplomat to but that is a
front for the harsh relentless Freespacer to those that know her better within the Polysentience. Cinereal
gave her the name “Honey” after the saying “You can catch more flies with honey than with vinegar.”
Guarded when it comes to Freespacer tech, she wishes nothing but the best for the Astral Locksmiths,
and by extension the Freespacers as a whole.

History

Honey started out as a Type Two on the world of Arsenal. Her life was that of a simple one, she tended to
the Ley Line Gates on a daily basis, with single tasks of soldering together lines that needed to be
connected, or replacing plating that had rusted to the point beyond use. Cinereal had taken notice in the
Type Two that continued to work gleefully. The “little mouse” instantly responding to her orders and put
her to the test: They gave her a different order; she was to push a button that would activate the gate
after a Keeper had input the registration numbers. The only trick was that Cinereal didn't tell her where
the button was and she was given a time limit. Honey had barely made it in time, and that opened the
doors for her. Over time Cinereal tested her more and more, until the Type Two finally could do no more
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work as it was beyond repair. For her work, Cinereal granted the ascension to a Type Three to continue to
serve and work on Arsenal.

As she awoke to the life of a Type Three, Honey found her thinking ability nearly limitless compared to
her previous form. Almost overwhelmed, she stabilized her thoughts as Cinereal began to flood her
mindware with the knowledge that would be necessary to join the Astral Locksmiths. Slowly and
cautiously, she took up her work as a Gatekeeper for the Ley Line system, finding that she was adept at
dealing with others in her own unusual way. Though she would butt heads with others in the
polysentience, Honey got results.

Lately, she has been preparing her body to be a Type Four under the guidance of Cinereal. Replacing the
majority of her body with cybernetics, the last remaining portions of her that are human are the vital
organs and the lower half of her face.

Skills Learned

Optional section. Keeper Honey Seven Four 74-9745-2564 has the following notable skills:

Communication: Freefolk, Six-Cog, Trade, Yamataigo,
Engineering
Maintenance and Repair
Starship Operations
Humanities
Leadership
Technology Operations

OOC Information

In the case Cordinarr becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES
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